
 

  

 

New WebSite X5 13 
 
If your site needs a makeover, discover the new powerful features of 
version 13, greatly inspired by the WebSite X5 community. And we are 
thrilled about it. 

Web design 

Parallax and eye-catching effects. A feast for the eyes. 

Parallax scrolling brings depth to your web page. Experiment to catch your 
clients' imagination. And with brand-new hover effects and transitions, 
you're going to have a more dynamic and engaging site. 

Sticky menu: browsing your site is now easier and faster. 

By adding a sticky menu to your site, users can continue scrolling down a 
page and find information easily, as the main menu items stay in place at 
the top of the screen. Simplyfing usability is the secret to getting users 
back on your site. Why not try it out now? 

Templates with fully customizable Header and Footer. 

Create a unique header and footer for your template. In addition to the 
built-in items, now you can use all the contents available for the web 
pages on your site. Animated buttons, videos or moving text and so on: 
drag in content to try out all the new possibilities available in our software. 

New Title item. Web design meets SEO. 

People online skim and scan pages looking for content. Try creating 
unique and compelling titles to get their attention on your site or blog. The 
new title item gives you more control over your text and you can use it to 
easily select tags from h1 to h6. Even Google and the other search engines 
will note your titles. 

Performance 

Up to 50% faster. Now 64-bit. 

Now being 64-bit software and with optimized memory usage, you can 
easily skip from one task to another in WebSite X5. From now on, when 
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working with WebSite X5, you'll be able to count on even faster, more 
secure and stable software. 

Website Management  

New Control Panel for better organization. 

Monitor your website, online store and blog activities from the new 
Control Panel. Check visitor stats, your inventory & store orders and 
comments on your blog. Better management is a guarantee of reliability 
for you and your users. 

Take your website with you. Now with WebSite X5 Manager App. 

Monitor all your site activities directly from your smartphone or tablet with 
WebSite X5 Manager free app for iOS and Android. Get real-time 
notifications from anywhere, process store orders, engage with your 
community. With a single tool you'll be able to manage sites made with 
WebSite X5 like you've always dreamed of doing from mobile.  

Responsive functions 

More than simply Responsive. 

In version 13, you no longer have to set up a layout for desktop and 
another one for mobile. Create a single layout and decide how to change 
to different resolutions with the Responsive Bar. Your site is more than 
simply responsive: it's 100% mobile-friendly. 

5 steps 

The 5-step wizard is easier than ever. 

The 5-step wizard process has been redesigned to be more logical and 
coherent at every single step. From setting up your site to publishing 
online, it's so easy to build a site without coding skills. The feature most 
eagerly awaited by our community? A dedicated template step. 
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